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                        KFK
                    


                                            
                            PREVENT LIGHT POLLUTION AND INCREASE TRAFFIC SAFETY
                        
                                 

                    
                        The post-top KFK (Kleine Flevo Kegel) luminaire is a smaller version of the GFK. Due to its smaller size, the KFK is ideal for residential areas, back alleys and business parks. The different lens configurations guarantee optimal light output. The KFK prevents light nuisance and improves traffic safety.
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      PRICELIST PUBLIC SPACES
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                                SIMPLE INTEGRATION OF THE LATEST LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY
                        
                    


            

            
                
                                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            THE LATEST LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY
                                        

                                        
                                            Creating a uniform and future-proof streetscape is an important criterion when choosing public lighting. But you also need to be able to apply the latest technology. Lightronics supplies lighting solutions that are prepared for the future. UniCliq is one example of our approach: a unique system that lets you implement the most up-to-date LED lighting solutions easily and quickly in existing luminaires, such as the KFK. A major benefit of this solution is that existing lamp posts and fittings can be retained, which is cost-efficient and sustainable. Moreover, the appearance of the luminaire does not change, thereby preserving the visual character of a neighbourhood or street.
                                        

                
                                        

                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                                
                

            

        

    

    
        

    




    
                
        
        



    
        
            

                Climate Agreement implementation

                                    
                        CLIMATE AGREEMENT
                    

                                
                                            
                                                        
                                The choice is yours, ranging from CLO (Constant Lumen Output), motion detection and communication between luminaires to integrating an existing management system or preparing for sensors. You can also opt for different luminaire finishes: functional or more stylish.
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                                Lightronics’ luminaires feature CLO (Constant Lumen Output) or five standard dimming modes (1A, 2A, 3A, 4A and 5A), which alter the power and light intensity based on preconfigured time settings.
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                                Lightronics offers full system integration with Controlled Solutions. This includes the use of communication modules from brands such as CityTouch, Luminext, TVilight or Remoticom. Motion detection with local communication by RF is a further possibility. Controlled Solutions projects are tailor-made solutions that involve additional charges for the initial analysis, system configuration and the final acceptance procedure.
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                Alternative luminaires
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                                        Maximum circularity
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        The conical CEDER luminaire can be used for a wide range of applications in public spaces. The CEDER has been designed for maximum circularity. Reduce, reuse and recycle are the main keywords here. We minimise the use of raw materials, maximise the reuse of parts and make high-quality recycling possible.
                                    

                                

                                

                                    
    View luminaire

                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Decorative and elegant
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        The LUZ is a contemporarily styled LED luminaire for illuminating streets and open spaces. This decorative luminaire is equipped with an optical lens. This arrangement minimises light pollution and light nuisance without sacrificing a high light output.
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                                        Functionally complete
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        From residential streets to access roads: the BRISA makes it possible to illuminate the entire living environment with a single luminaire line. The BRISA has specific variants for crossings, cycle paths and for protecting flora and fauna. 
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                        Looking for a lighting solution? We look forward to helping you
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